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Abstract
The Global Ionospheric Radio Observatory (GIRO), http://giro.uml.edu, acquires and disseminates HF ionospheric
sounding data from 64 Digisonde locations in 27 countries. GIRO publishes its 30+ million record holdings over the
Internet, provides an interactive read/write environment to experts of data interpretation, and forwards real-time data for
measurement assimilation and radio propagation and space weather forecast. Of importance to the ionospheric
community are the long-term data holdings of manually validated electron density profiles for modeling purposes,
studies of the autoscaling uncertainty, and validation of alternative measurement techniques. Real-time GIRO feeds will
be used to build an assimilative International Reference Ionosphere model.

1. Introduction
Mitigation of adverse space weather effects is one of the global challenges in a technologically advanced society.
To address the challenge, research agencies around the world have been tasked to deliver understanding, accurate global
specification, and predictive models of the Earth’s ionosphere. Success toward this goal critically depends on the
capability to monitor the near space plasma environment.
Global ionospheric specification comes with a suite of technical and methodological challenges. Remote sensing
instrumentation is complex and scarce; data feeds from spaceborne sensors are often subject to ground systems latency,
and acquired data typically require expert manual
interpretation and post-analysis before they can
be used. Solutions to the challenges are sought by
continuously evolving new and existing
techniques for ionospheric nowcast and rapid
data assimilation.
The
Global
Ionospheric
Radio
Observatory (GIRO) [1], http://giro.uml.edu, is a
collaborative, multi-nation project whose
objective is to acquire and disseminate HF
ionospheric sounding data from current and
upcoming worldwide locations of Digisonde
sounders [2] (Figure 1). In a concerted
international effort, GIRO publishes its 30+
million record data holdings collected from 64
Digisonde locations in 27 countries, provides an
interactive read/write environment to experts of
data interpretation, and forwards real-time data to
regional warning centers for measurement
assimilation in ionospheric models for
forecasting HF radio propagation and space
weather.
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Figure 1. Map of digisondes contributing data to GIRO. Red
stars identify online digisondes providing data to GIRO in nearreal-time, blue stars denote locations whose retrospective data
collections are held in the GIRO archives, and green stars
correspond to digisonde installations planned for 2011-2012.

2. Ground Truth Data Holdings

Figure 2. Progress in submission of ionogram-derived electron
density profiles manually validated by GIRO experts. Major
contributions to GIRO repository of validated EDP come from
the Ebro Observatory in Spain and UML Cal/Val project for
calibration and validation of ultraviolet instruments of DMSP
spacecraft [4].

Of particular importance to the ionospheric
research community are the long-term data
holdings of electron density profiles (EDP)
derived from ionogram measurements [3] that
have been manually validated by ionogram
interpretation experts. Validated EDP data are
used as the ground truth in ionospheric
diagnostics for modeling purposes, studies of the
autoscaling uncertainty, and calibration of
alternative measurement techniques. Figure 2
presents the progress in acquisition of the
manually validated EDP data; total number of
submitted records has reached the 750,000 mark.

3. Drift Measurements

In addition to ionogram records, the GIRO
repository includes Doppler skymaps and plasma
drift velocity charts [5] that use digisonde echo
location capability to detect reflections of transmitted signals from irregular plasma structures in the ionosphere and
place the detected echoes on the skymap plane using their zenith and azimuth angles of arrival. Figure 3 presents two
Doppler skymaps acquired during the February 2010 BRIOCHE heating campaign at HAARP, Alaska, that involved
Digisonde observations of the ion outflows associated with artificial ducts produced by the HF heating [6]. The Doppler
skymap in the left panel of Figure 3 was made just before the HF‐heating, while the skymap on the right was recorded
two minutes into the heating period. The color bar gives the measured Doppler shifts of each echo. Negative Doppler
shifts indicate upward motion.

Figure 3. Doppler sky maps from the HAARP Digisonde during the heating experiment 02/04/10: (left) 2 min prior and
(right) 9 min into the HF-heating [6].
Prior to the heating (left panel) the irregularities were evenly distributed around the sky view with the Doppler
shifts on all echoes close to zero, indicating that there is little or no motion of the reflecting irregularities, neither
vertical nor horizontal. Two minutes into the heating a tight cluster of reflections appeared within 5° of magnetic zenith

(MZ) (Figure 3, right panel). Note that the yellow color corresponds to a negative Doppler shift, which is proportional
to the average upward speed along the magnetic field line. Soon after the heater was turned off the strong “fast” echoes
from the MZ disappeared. Since the detected echoes come from the magnetic zenith, the measured line of sight velocity
corresponds directly to the plasma motion along the magnetic field line. The Digisonde line-of-site velocity
measurements had been validated by comparison with collocated incoherent radar measurements [7].
Figure 4 shows a waterfall display of the Doppler shift Ω(r') measured for a given probing frequency fp of 3810
kHz at different virtual ranges r' between 335 and 370 km. As above, negative Doppler shifts correspond to upward
||
||
= 55 ± 8 m/s, and at 370 km Vup
=
motion. Figure 4 reveals that the ion velocity increases with altitude, at 335 km Vup
70 ± 24 m/s.

Figure 4. Doppler shifts at altitudes from 335 km to 370 km for a probing frequency of 3.8 MHz [6]

4. Real-time GIRO data and assimilation
GIRO has agreements with 42 Digisonde observatories to receive near-real-time feeds of the ionogram and their
characteristics derived automatically by the ARTIST autoscaler [8,9] within minutes after the measurement completion.
Development of robust techniques for assimilation of ARTIST data continues to be an active research topic. The
proposed Rapid Assimilation Platform for Insight and Discovery (RAPID) [10] will become a testbed for new
approaches. The RAPID concept of operation is to abstract the essence of the model-versus-data differences using
harmonic analysis in both spatial and temporal domains. In particular, RAPID will rely on representation of the 24-hour
running window of foF2 values as a 6th order diurnal harmonic expansion compatible with the CCIR-67 and URSI-88
empirical models of foF2 [11]. Using the same URSI-88 expansion formulation as in International Reference
Ionosphere (IRI) model [12], observed differences between the IRI model and GIRO real-time data feeds can be now
used to adjust the static monthly coefficients of the foF2 expansion. Such “assimilative” IRI can potentially present an
interesting alternative to the physical assimilative models such as Global Assimilation of Ionospheric Measurements
(GAIM) [13]. As an empirical model, IRI is free from deficiencies of the theoretical understanding of the ionospheric
behavior and of excessive computational demands associated with the full physics specification. Updates to the standard
IRI could be rapidly evaluated and periodically released to the end users of IRI in form of small sets of corrective
factors for the existing expansion coefficients. We have started investigating a variety of important tasks associated with
building an assimilative “real-time” extension of the IRI.

5. Conclusion
The steadily increasing use of GIRO data repositories and the real-time feeds by scientists, engineers, students,
and radio amateurs across the globe, especially from developing countries, suggests that the GIRO Portal is an
important service to the ionosphere and space weather community.
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